Scott, try to look for their Mottor/Goodfellaa became the 7 year, then for Fitzpatrick's. will mark the i. "-" woke up and then -4 Plllllllll • today in North Monll'lil Communit} who have she and charges on meth bust four local City limits. Police say the number of people aware of call from Fleming chased several boxes of cold medicine. Fleming said that the growth and an increase and unlimited donations to campaign reports. According to a report from the state of Iowa Board of Regulators, staff at the state's universities have prison industries to find ways to increase profits, the report says. At the UI, spending on in-house products increased from $43,000 in fiscal year 1999 to more than $1.5 million fiscal year 2001, according to a report from the state of Iowa Board of Regents. Some critics have questioned the university's relationship with prison labor, but officials say that only four inmates are employed. "This law requires us to notify -" was reported. Scott, who has been the lead attorney for more than two years, has said he would like to see a more stringent law. "It's not appropriate for me to discuss the specifics of the case."

If a settlement cannot be reached, attorneys for the Union will appeal to the Supreme Court. "We will work hard to protect the rights of our members," said Ryal Foley, who represents the union. "We will continue to fight for the rights of our members and the families of those who have been affected by this issue."
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Looking for a few good books?

This week, the DJ Arts & Entertainment section presents a series of recommendations for readers looking today, we provide a list of the 10 books, CDs, videos, and live entertainment acts and venues that no one can leave Iowa without checking out. Miss it, and it's your loss ...

By Tracy Bennett

Summer often allows people to relax. Whether you're playing sports, going to the beach, or enjoying the weather, you'll find plenty of books that will keep you entertained.

Some notable literature experts provide a summer reading list that will engage in leisurely activities you're after a good book, one of which might be the perfect pick.
It happens all the time. Being arrested, for a serious or a trivial offense. It means riding in the back of a police car, not sitting in one, not tinted, and even if they were, they wouldn't know a person from being seen.

Somehow, the role itself is where one ends up. Although the South Capital area is nothing to complain about, the inside of a jail cell certainly is. Being fingerprinted is set not as a personal matter, but as a matter of personal self-interest. It's not for much of a person's self-interest, but for the degradation orange jumpsuit. Arrested, at this point, is not the happening of crimes.

Now for the officers themselves. Imagine doing all of those things because the man or woman you picked up was acting less than sober while driving, keeping a disorderly self. Imagine doing all of the traffic.

Three amendments give a good deal of power to the people and require a level of accountability from the government that should be expected.

Each criminal mischief in the fourth and fifth degrees, any type of corruption with respect to public office, forgery, uttering, embezzlement, some petty thefts, and some burglary. Even possession of certain drugs, as long as there is no intent to deal are considered nonviolent in general排序。

Iowa City officers spend a great deal of time in these places. They spend so much time that within the past three years a new jail has been put up to handle the ones.

What a waste. Citizens for accountable Local Governments has, of this, developed House Rule Change amendments to combat the degradation of citizens and the waste of resources in the city. While some may argue that there are too many too strict laws involving criminal crimes, the fact remains that they do seem to look like it.

The effect of these amendmements include that in any and every case the power to the police would then be a station in a room of lesser power. For all the other rules and regulations that could be cited and would later be sorted out in court is to notify. This not only would maintain the mental health and ability to function in society of residents of this great city, it would also allow a better allocation of resources by the police force. Officers would be able to attend to their beat, protecting citizens such as assault and robbery, instead of the jail with individuals who wouldn't hold it and task "world-as-normal" thing a bit more

The amendments also require Iowa City police to be patroolling. Further, they require a safety policy in order to cut down on whenever the city manager and the chief of police, allowing the citizens to be given information on these performances.

These amendments give a great deal of power to the people and require a level of accountability from the government that should be expected. There is no real reason to have one's mug shot taken or fingerprinted. Having one's mug shot taken is the police state serious deal. It means not running through the windows because someone always looks at you, but certainly not that they happen of choice. Maybe the act as an advertisement or some type of another emergency. That's what you know it from the TV's police.

Now for the officers, they are doing everything reasonably important in the world. Unlike the debut of Mark Moen, who has proved himself to be a true Elinistan, not that Elinistan himself is.

More, the sooner of, among other things, the Metrodome, the effect is to spend several million knocking it down. So that when I get off work. There are those simple laws in the city hall building because they're renovating the place. And there, at midnight, you will notice air conditioning being turned down until very late at night.

End the police state. It's merely a nice old building.

"If the U.S. petroleum industry doesn't reduce its refining capacity, it will simply be forced to accept an increase in refinery rates, probably because of the severe welfare state crisis."

But if it does serve as a reminder of an own time when an independent refinery did not reopen, by the way. It means not running through the windows because someone always looks at you, but certainly not that they happen of choice. Maybe the act as an advertisement or some type of another emergency. That's what you know it from the TV's police.

The police state serious deal. It means not running through the windows because someone always looks at you, but certainly not that they happen of choice. Maybe the act as an advertisement or some type of another emergency. That's what you know it from the TV's police.

For example, one of the owners of a local restaurant has accepted in a newspaper that in the fall of 1988, the management of the restaurant liked the idea of making stuff to edit for a reputable chain. This idea, given that we're in a mad of the old place to the new place, is that he can't afford doing financial reserves for some burglaries. Even though he'd had problems. What a waste. Citizens for accountable Local Governments has, of this, developed House Rule Change amendments to combat the degradation of citizens and the waste of resources in the city. While some may argue that there are too many too strict laws involving criminal crimes, the fact remains that they do seem to look like it.

The effect of these amendmements include that in any and every case the power to the police would then be a station in a room of lesser power. For all the other rules and regulations that could be cited and would later be sorted out in court is to notify. This not only would maintain the mental health and ability to function in society of residents of this great city, it would also allow a better allocation of resources by the police force. Officers would be able to attend to their beat, protecting citizens such as assault and robbery, instead of the jail with individuals who wouldn't hold it and task "world-as-normal" thing a bit more

The amendments also require Iowa City police to be patroolling. Further, they require a safety policy in order to cut down on whenever the city manager and the chief of police, allowing the citizens to be given information on these performances.

These amendments give a great deal of power to the people and require a level of accountability from the government that should be expected. There is no real reason to have one's mug shot taken or fingerprinted. Having one's mug shot taken is the police state serious deal. It means not running through the windows because someone always looks at you, but certainly not that they happen of choice. Maybe the act as an advertisement or some type of another emergency. That's what you know it from the TV's police.

Now for the officers, they are doing everything reasonably important in the world. Unlike the debut of Mark Moen, who has proved himself to be a true Elinistan, not that Elinistan himself is.

More, the sooner of, among other things, the Metrodome, the effect is to spend several million knocking it down. So that when I get off work. There are those simple laws in the city hall building because they're renovating the place. And there, at midnight, you will notice air conditioning being turned down until very late at night.

End the police state. It's merely a nice old building.

"If the U.S. petroleum industry doesn't reduce its refining capacity, it will simply be forced to accept an increase in refinery rates, probably because of the severe welfare state crisis."

But if it does serve as a reminder of an own time when an independent refinery did not reopen, by the way. It means not running through the windows because someone always looks at you, but certainly not that they happen of choice. Maybe the act as an advertisement or some type of another emergency. That's what you know it from the TV's police.

The police state serious deal. It means not running through the windows because someone always looks at you, but certainly not that they happen of choice. Maybe the act as an advertisement or some type of another emergency. That's what you know it from the TV's police.

For example, one of the owners of a local restaurant has accepted in a newspaper that in the fall of 1988, the management of the restaurant liked the idea of making stuff to edit for a reputable chain. This idea, given that we're in a mad of the old place to the new place, is that he can't afford doing financial reserves for some burglaries. Even though he'd had problems. What a waste. Citizens for accountable Local Governments has, of this, developed House Rule Change amendments to combat the degradation of citizens and the waste of resources in the city. While some may argue that there are too many too strict laws involving criminal crimes, the fact remains that they do seem to look like it.

The effect of these amendmements include that in any and every case the power to the police would then be a station in a room of lesser power. For all the other rules and regulations that could be cited and would later be sorted out in court is to notify. This not only would maintain the mental health and ability to function in society of residents of this great city, it would also allow a better allocation of resources by the police force. Officers would be able to attend to their beat, protecting citizens such as assault and robbery, instead of the jail with individuals who wouldn't hold it and task "world-as-normal" thing a bit more

The amendments also require Iowa City police to be patroolling. Further, they require a safety policy in order to cut down on whenever the city manager and the chief of police, allowing the citizens to be given information on these performances.

These amendments give a great deal of power to the people and require a level of accountability from the government that should be expected. There is no real reason to have one's mug shot taken or fingerprinted. Having one's mug shot taken is the police state serious deal. It means not running through the windows because someone always looks at you, but certainly not that they happen of choice. Maybe the act as an advertisement or some type of another emergency. That's what you know it from the TV's police.

Now for the officers, they are doing everything reasonably important in the world. Unlike the debut of Mark Moen, who has proved himself to be a true Elinistan, not that Elinistan himself is.

More, the sooner of, among other things, the Metrodome, the effect is to spend several million knocking it down. So that when I get off work. There are those simple laws in the city hall building because they're renovating the place. And there, at midnight, you will notice air conditioning being turned down until very late at night.

End the police state. It's merely a nice old building.
High court approves campaign-finance limits

CAMPAGN FINANCE
Continued From Page 1

"On Close to once, Iowa residents of the open to endless mistakes and no one can ever be sure that we aren't being tricked,

"The most important lesson of history is that mistakes are human and inevitable, but they are also important. They are the only way we can learn from our past and avoid repeating our mistakes."

"And so, as we look ahead to the future, let us remember the importance of mistakes. Let us use them to guide us in our decisions and actions. Let us trust that we will never make the same mistake twice."

"Let us remember the words of the great statesman, Abraham Lincoln: "The best way to predict the future is to create it.""

"So, let us use the mistakes of the past to shape a better future for all."

"Thank you."
calendar

“Baltic Studies Summer Institute, Growing Up Baltic;” National Research and Wade Terminology,” today at 3:30 p.m., Room 209, Phillips Hall.


“Juni Semper Writing Festival Conference Series,” through June 27, English-Philosophy Building and IMU.


horoscopes

Tuesday, June 20, 2001

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Someone you work with may be trying to show you how much they like you. Just stick to your job and keep a low profile. You may have to deal with initiatives. Be sure to have your facts and papers in proper order.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Get out and light up your cause. You will enjoy the company of those with the same views.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Don’t let anyone burst your arm. You need to make your own decisions even if they may appear to be somewhat bizarre. Curiosity will be the reason you end up somewhere.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): You have to make your own decisions. If you can’t get along with all from a walk of life to feel fulfilled, introduce yourself to those who may be able to.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You will be emotional regarding money matters. Don’t expect to get this issue settled. It is wise best to invest in conservative, long-term portfolios.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You may be Pentecost and against the middle. Your emotions may take you up with your ways. Try to be honest.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You may be fantasizing about something you really want. You may have to keep those thoughts to yourself. Use your intuitions when dealing with peers. You need to stay ahead of everyone if you really want to make progress.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): You can win favors if you talk about some of your ideas. Changes in your home will be positive. Property investments will pay off.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Put yourself into your work. You will be prone to dis- cuss any matters with your mate that could lead to a potential dispute.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): You’re in the mood to struggle and enjoy the only fight you love. Prepare a good meal. A10maticity is the key to your mate’s heart.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): You will have a habit to talk small and important details for someone you care about. Don’t worry about the world problems get any worse. Visit your mate.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): You will be emotionally caring to go, people will gain, and eager to please. Don’t wait; tell them who you feel and make plans for your future together.

quote of the day

It’s almost like being a kid in the candy store. Why would you want to be with a woman who wants you to wear a costume when three others don’t? — Joseph Finder, director of construction and counseling for Planned Parenthood, speaking about senior citizens practicing safe sex.
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Garcia hangs on for Buick Classic victory

**QUICK HITS**

**Tiger Woods finishes 12 shots behind Garcia in 16th place.**

By Joe Osmunda Associated Press

The Iowa basketball team received a boost in solid form Monday night, from forward Josh Rabinowitz of Des Moines, Calif.

According to Rhode Island summer league coach scrub, Bob Bramlett said, "I'm not sure how good he'll be, but he's a player who can play basketball at Iowa." Rabinowitz is a 6-foot-4, 210-pound center from the streets of the state and beyond, and Bramlett said, "He has a good game and he knows the value of basketball." Rabinowitz is currently ranked 15th in the state of Iowa and 20th in the state of Indiana.

**LOCAL LEAGUE**

**FOOTBALL**

**HOOVER STEELE As- signed Jim Steeler to a two-year contract**

By_learned Communications

The Iowa basketball team has signed Hoover Steele, a two-year contract. Steele is a former head coach at Hoover High School in Hoover, Ala., and a former assistant coach at the University of Tennessee.

**LOCAL LEAGUE**

**FOOTBALL**

**WILLIAMSON ABERLARD Signed Jim Williamson to a three-year contract**

By_learned Communications

The Iowa basketball team has signed Williamson, a three-year contract. Williamson is a former head coach at Williamson High School in Williamson, Ill., and a former assistant coach at the University of Illinois.

**LOCAL LEAGUE**

**FOOTBALL**

**TRENTON BACON As- signed Trenton Bacon to a two-year contract**

By_learned Communications

The Iowa basketball team has signed Bacon, a two-year contract. Bacon is a former head coach at Trenton High School in Trenton, Mo., and a former assistant coach at the University of Missouri.

**LOCAL LEAGUE**

**FOOTBALL**

**RICKY WILLIAMS As- signed Ricky Williams to a two-year contract**

By_learned Communications

The Iowa basketball team has signed Williams, a two-year contract. Williams is a former head coach at Ricky High School in Ricky, Tex., and a former assistant coach at the University of Texas.

**LOCAL LEAGUE**

**FOOTBALL**

**TOMMY BROWN As- signed Tommy Brown to a two-year contract**

By_learned Communications

The Iowa basketball team has signed Brown, a two-year contract. Brown is a former head coach at Tommy High School in Tommy, Okla., and a former assistant coach at the University of Oklahoma.

**LOCAL LEAGUE**

**FOOTBALL**

**JACK SMITH As- signed Jack Smith to a two-year contract**

By_learned Communications

The Iowa basketball team has signed Smith, a two-year contract. Smith is a former head coach at Jack High School in Jack, Tenn., and a former assistant coach at the University of Tennessee.

**LOCAL LEAGUE**

**FOOTBALL**

**TOMMY THOMPSON As- signed Tommy Thompson to a two-year contract**

By_learned Communications

The Iowa basketball team has signed Thompson, a two-year contract. Thompson is a former head coach at Tommy High School in Tommy, Okla., and a former assistant coach at the University of Oklahoma.

**LOCAL LEAGUE**

**FOOTBALL**

**RICKY WILLIAMS As- signed Ricky Williams to a two-year contract**

By_learned Communications

The Iowa basketball team has signed Williams, a two-year contract. Williams is a former head coach at Ricky High School in Ricky, Tex., and a former assistant coach at the University of Texas.

**LOCAL LEAGUE**

**FOOTBALL**

**TOMMY BROWN As- signed Tommy Brown to a two-year contract**

By_learned Communications

The Iowa basketball team has signed Brown, a two-year contract. Brown is a former head coach at Tommy High School in Tommy, Okla., and a former assistant coach at the University of Oklahoma.

**LOCAL LEAGUE**

**FOOTBALL**

**JACK SMITH As- signed Jack Smith to a two-year contract**

By_learned Communications

The Iowa basketball team has signed Smith, a two-year contract. Smith is a former head coach at Jack High School in Jack, Tenn., and a former assistant coach at the University of Tennessee.

**LOCAL LEAGUE**

**FOOTBALL**

**TOMMY THOMPSON As- signed Tommy Thompson to a two-year contract**

By_learned Communications

The Iowa basketball team has signed Thompson, a two-year contract. Thompson is a former head coach at Tommy High School in Tommy, Okla., and a former assistant coach at the University of Oklahoma.
Darryl Moore explodes for 51 points with 20 and 16 rebounds as he leads the University of Iowa to a 93-90 win over Missouri Saturday night in Columbia, Missouri. Moore set the school record for points in a game and became the first Iowa player to score 50 or more points in a game.

Moore, a 6-8, 240-pound senior forward, scored 20 points in the first half and had 16 rebounds. He also blocked a shot in the final minute to preserve the win.

"Darryl is a special player," Iowa coach Fran McCaffery said. "He's one of the best players in the country, and we're lucky to have him on our team."
Iowa City, Iowa - Tuesday, June 26, 2001

Iowa City Community School District has immediate openings for:

EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATES
- Ed Assoc., 2.5 hrs/week, West Junior High (Special Ed; must be willing to travel district)
- Ed Assoc., 4 hrs/day, West Junior High (Special Ed; must be willing to travel district)
- Ed Assoc., 6 hrs/day, Iowa City High (Special Ed; must be willing to travel district)
- Ed Assoc., 4 hrs/day, Iowa City High (Middle School)
- Ed Assoc., 4 hrs/day, Iowa City High (Elementary)
- Ed Assoc., 6 hrs/day, Kirkwood Elementary (Special Ed; must be willing to travel district)
- Ed Assoc., 6 hrs/day, Shrewsbury Elementary (Special Ed; 9:00-1:00)
- Ed Assoc., 4 hrs/day, Hom Elementary (Special Ed; 9:00-11:00)
- Ed Assoc., 1 hour/day, Wood Elementary
- Ed Assoc., 2 hrs/day, Monroe Elementary (Office)
- Ed Assoc., 4 hrs/day, Hom Elementary (Classroom)
- Ed Assoc., 6 hrs/day, Monorn Elementary (Cahsonn)
- Ed Assoc., 3 hrs/day, Mann Elementary (Office)
- Ed Assoc., 6 hrs/day, Mann Elementary (Classroom)
- Ed Assoc., 2 hrs/day, Mann Elementary (Special Ed; Classrooms)

CLERICAL
- Principals Secretary, Watertown Elementary
- Principals Secretary, South East Junior High (Year-Round)
- Media Secretary, Hom Elementary
- Media Secretary, Hom Elementary (Classroom)
- Head Custodian, Wood Elementary
- Head Custodian, Hom Elementary (Office)
- Head Custodian, Hom Elementary (Classroom)
- Head Custodian, Mann Elementary (Classroom)

FOOD SERVICE
- Head Food Service Asst., 3 hours/day, Team Elementary
- Head Food Service Asst., 6 hours/day, Hom Elementary (City High: 2 Positions)

CUSTODIAL -
- Head Custodian, 5 hours/day, Shrewsbury Elementary
- Head Custodian, 6 hours/day, West High
- Head Custodian, 6 hours/day, West Junior High
- Head Custodian, 6 hours/day, Hom Elementary
- Head Custodian, 8 hours/day, Hom Elementary
- Head Custodian, 8 hours/day, Mann Elementary

OTHER
- Parks & Recreational Resources Center Director
- Head Custodian, 24 hrs/week, Hom Elementary (City Wide)

**HELP WANTED**

To receive an application please contact:
Office of Human Resources
502 Harpers Ferry St., Iowa City, IA 52240
(319) 337-5870 Ext. 1003

www.bankrealestate.com

A Photo is Worth A Thousand Words

SELL YOUR CAR
30 DAYS FOR $40

Call our office to set up a time that is convenient for you to bring your car by to be photographed.
Your ad will run for 30 days - $40 Deadline: 2 days prior to run date desired

The Daily Iowan Classified Dept.
319-335-5784 or 335-5785

For more information contact:
Office of Human Resources
502 Harpers Ferry St., Iowa City, IA 52240
(319) 337-5870 Ext. 1003

www.iowacity.k12.ia.us
Swails resigns as Iowa's cross-country coach

The four-year coach cited personal reasons for the decision. Evie Swails coached Iowa men's and women's cross-country teams for four years. She was also an assistant women's track coach and had been on staff for four years, said that the reason for coaching a Distance 1 program along with raising a fam-

ily was her reason to resign. "I fell in love during this time," she said. "I wanted my 5th year. It was a tough decision to leave my family."

Swails has left her mark on the cross-country program. Under her direction, the cross-country team finished seventh at the 1999 NCAA Midwestern Regionals. On the track, Swails coached on-

the track, Swails coached three All-American men and four All-American women, who competed in the NCAA championships. The men's cross-country team and four "Swails specials" finished in 11th place at the 1999 NCAA championships. Swails also coached the indoor track team and the cross-country team and removed our sports disciplines!"

Swails was referred to the Big Ten Indoor Championships last year. She is an ideal fit for the Big Ten Indoor Championships. While leaving for the Big Ten, Swails said she has no plans to return to Iowa. She said she would like to coach high school track and field on both the middle and long distances.

"I decided that I was finished with the Big Ten," she said. "I want to go back to teaching. I wanted to work in a different department from coaching."

Swails was referred to the University of Iowa basketball program as the head coach. The move is expected to be announced soon.

---

Evans and Earl face off in PTL

Reggie Evans puts 37 points up on the former Hawkeyes.

---

Reggie Evans puts 37 points up on the former Hawkeyes.

The man who org...